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Abstract 

Stressing the need for radically reforming the traditional budget system, the Beyond Budgeting group, as 
represented by Hope and Fraser (2003), advocates introducing a more flexible approach by keeping 
budgets up-to-date through more frequent revisions or alternatively to completely replace the traditional 
forms of budget with devolution and empowerment of lower-level employees. Opposing this type of 
reform, Otley (2008, 234) emphasizes that traditional control through budget is still important in order not 
to lose ‘the holistic overview that traditional budgeting systems provided’. To verify the latter’s view, this 
study examines the budgetary control practice of the South Manchurian Railway during the period from 
the late 1920s to the early 1940s. Even after the outbreak of the Second Sino-Japanese War in July 1937 
and the chaotic events that followed, including the outbreak of the Pacific War in December 1941, the 
South Manchurian Railway tried to maintain control through its budget, even in such a situation, and was 
in fact successful. This example demonstrates that under conditions in which the whole system of a nation, 
including its government organizations and military forces, in addition to its business organizations, is 
endangered, control through budget of the operation of a specific organization is maintained, or even 
strengthened, in order to achieve the objective of the organization required for the survival of the entire 
system. 

Keywords: Budgetary control; South Manchurian Railway; the Manchurian Incident; the Second 
Sino-Japanese War; the Pacific War 
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Introduction 
 

There were governmental institutions that took part in enterprise management and 
exerted a significant influence in Japan’s east Asia colonialism during the pre-Second 
World War period. They were known as ‘special companies’ (tokusyu kaisha), examples 
of which include the South Manchurian Railway, the Oriental Colonization Company, 
and the South Sea Colonization Company. With the plan of leading Japan’s economic 
growth and protecting, and, if possible, expanding, the dominating area of its empire, 
they engaged in businesses having important public interest for national policy. In 
particular, many special companies called ‘tosei kaisya’ were established during the 
Second World War for the purpose of production and distribution, etc. as a part of the 
war effort. This study aims to examine the case of the South Manchurian Railway and 
analyze the company’s various relations, including those with the Japanese government 
and the army called Kwantung Army (Kanto Gun), a part of the Imperial Japanese Army 
that was then stationed in the northeast part of China, in the context of the development 
of accounting practices adopted by the company. Excluding research concerning Japan 
Mail Steamer (Nippon Yusen), as exemplified by Yamaguchi (2000 and 2001), study of 
accounting conducted at special companies and the roles of the Japanese government or 
the army during the pre-Second World War period has not yet been sufficient, and is 
completely lacking for special companies established in the early twentieth century. 

In analyzing the accounting practice of a special company, one must be aware of the 
dualism in its enterprise management: the execution of ‘national policy’ and the pursuit 
of ‘self-interest’ (Kurose 2003, 2). In general, if the former keeps sacrificing the latter, 
the enterprise is in danger of failing, whereas if this result is avoided, instead, the 
company must compromise on the national policy. However, the relation between the 
‘national interest’ and ‘self-interest’ of a special company is not necessarily that of a 
mutually exclusive dichotomy, but rather is the reason for a special company, which by 
definition attempts to reconcile both. The reconciliation of ‘national interest’ and 
‘self-interest’ in a special company is normally achieved through the process of budget 
organization. The main objective of this study is therefore to analyze the budgetary 
control practice of the South Manchurian Railway in the context of its enterprise 
management. More specifically, this study focuses on the influences of the Japanese 
government and the Kwantung Army in the company’s management and control 
practice. The South Manchurian Railway is considered to be an ideal case as the object 
of analysis for this study because the enterprise was a representative company in the 
sense that it not only obtained significant profits by being heavily engaged in Japan’s 
east Asia colonial management but also suffered due to the war effort during the Second 
World War. 

Recent research, as exemplified by McLean and Tyson (2006) and Boyns et al. (2010), 
suggests that the story of the development of the use of budgets and budgetary control is 
more complex than the conventional wisdom would suggest, and thus that there is a 
need for further research into such developments, especially in countries outside of the 
Anglo-Saxon or western European spheres. Responding to such a need, this study 
attempts to make a contribution to the ongoing debate over the need for and 
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effectiveness of budgetary control during a period of turmoil through an examination of 
the practice during the period from the late 1920s to the early 1940s of a Japanese 
‘special company’, the South Manchurian Railway. Findings of this study are as 
follows: Even after the outbreak of the Second Sino-Japanese War in July 1937 and the 
chaotic events that followed, including the outbreak of the Pacific War in December 
1941, the South Manchurian Railway tried to maintain strict control through budgets as 
much as possible. Through maintaining its control of its operation through budget, the 
South Manchurian Railway, under instructions from the Japanese government and the 
Kwantung Army, managed to obtain necessary profits in order to meet the national 
goals. 

The study is organized as follows. The next section places this study in the context of 
the debate on ‘Beyond Budgeting’ and reviews the development of budgetary control 
practice in Japan. In Section 3, we examine the formation and development of the South 
Manchurian Railway as part of Japan’s east Asia colonialism, including the Second 
World War, to provide background contextualization for this study. Section 4 analyzes 
the nature of the budgets introduced, and the control in fact practiced, under the 
significant influence of government and army intervention at the South Manchurian 
Railway and reviews the key factors that conditioned the control maintained even 
during the wartime period. The final section summarizes the insights gained from this 
study. 

 

Budgetary Control in Japan 
 

Stressing the need for studying the relationship between accounting and the military, 
Funnell (2009, 575) indicates ‘the influences that the military might have had on 
business accounting’ as one of the topics ‘which hold particular promise for accounting 
historians’. He also states that ‘[a]ccounting historians outside the United States and 
Britain are encouraged to consider the opportunities which this [kind of] research 
provides in non-Anglophone settings’ (Funnell 2009, 575) and adds that it ‘will allow 
the introduction of a far greater diversity of government forms and constitutional 
practices than that which presently dominates the study of accounting and the military’ 
(Funnell 2009, 575). This study intends to respond to this call. 

In providing the infrastructure needed for military operations, Funnell and Chwastiak 
(2010, 150-1) argue that a form of accounting control tool faces ‘a number of challenges 
that may not have been experienced with commercial uses’. On the other hand, ‘[o]ne of 
the most significant technical innovations was use of the railroads for the rapid 
deployment of troops and supplies’, according to Heier (2010, 200). Again, in the 
context of the American Civil War, Heier (2010, 200) adds that ‘the L&N [Louisville 
and Nashville Railroad] faced the confiscation of assets, the wanton destruction of rail 
facilities, and contentious dealings with military officials on both sides the boarder’. 
Heier (2010) describes the accounting system at the Louisville and Nashville Railroad 
facing but overcoming the various problems, including financial and operational, that 
were caused by the physical destruction and thus threatened the viability of the company. 
This study expands on Heier's description of the relationship between war and railway 
management by exploring the case of the South Manchurian Railway in the context of 
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east Asia colonial management of the Empire of Japan during the period extending from 
the Great Depression in 1929 and the Manchurian Incident in September 1931 through 
the Second Sino-Japanese War starting in 1937 and the Pacific War in 1941 to the 
Japan’s final defeat in 1945. 

The formulation of accounting control based on the concept of scientific management 
was normally identified with the establishment of standard costing and budgetary 
control (Lawrence and Humphreys 1947, 29; Sowell 1973, 4; Wright 1962, 3-4; 
Chatfield 1977, 171). This scheme also applies to the case of Japanese business 
enterprises; according to Hasegawa (1936, 78), ‘[a]s a premise for the enforcement of 
budget system, the establishment of standard costing was especially necessary…this is 
because both budget system and standard costing originate in the same principle’. 
Budgetary control was considered to have been adopted as early as the 1920s by U.S. 
companies such as Dupont de Nemours (gunpowder) and General Motors (motor 
vehicles) (Locke 1979, 8; 1984, 92; Chatfield 1977, 179) and became widespread in the 
1950s and 1960s (Ashton et al. 1995, 2; Scapens 1991, 17). However, according to 
Boyns (1998, 269-70), these simply present the conventional wisdom. 

Recent research, such as Boyns (1998), Berland and Boyns (2002), Berland et al. (2002), 
Edwards et al. (2002), Edwards et al. (2003), Fleming et al. (2000), McLean and Tyson 
(2006), and Boyns et al. (2010), has suggested that standard costing and budgetary 
control did not always go hand in hand and that the development of the two techniques 
in the USA were less advanced, even by the mid-1950s, than is often suggested, while 
those in other countries were not as backward as often assumed (see Fleischman et al., 
2008). The story of the development of budgetary control and standard costing is 
therefore much more complex than the conventional wisdom would suggest, in all 
countries — hence the need for further research into the developments in various 
countries, including Japan. 

Otley (2008, 232) has pointed out that budgetary control systems have become 
increasingly problematic in recent years because of attempts to focus on shorter time 
horizons and the less predictable world in which organizations operate today. The 
Beyond Budgeting group, as represented by Hope and Fraser (2003), argues that a 
budget is already outdated by the time it has been prepared because of the time required 
to organize and put it together. The group advocates the introduction of a more flexible 
approach by keeping budgets up-to-date through more frequent revisions, as represented 
by ‘rolling budgets’. Or, alternatively, they suggest replacing the traditional forms of a 
budget which is fixed in numerical terms with devolution and empowerment of 
lower-level employees. Otley (2008, 234) regarded these arguments as meaning that 
their ‘overall recommendation is that traditional budgeting should be relegated to the 
“back office” and that line managers should be measured and controlled using a set of 
generally non-financial performance measures’. However, in opposition to this change 
being advocated by the group, Otley states that it is still important not to lose ‘the 
holistic overview that traditional budgeting systems provided’ (2008, 234). 

Indeed, Berland (2001, 62), citing Hopwood (1974), suggests that ‘budgets, which are 
easy to formulate in stable and predictable environments, would be very useful in 
unstable environments in which there is a strong need for control…the more useful 
budgets are, the more difficult they are to formulate and so the less reliable and relevant 
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they may become’. Conditions faced by the South Manchurian Railway were becoming 
less predictable than previously due to the outbreak of the Second Sino-Japanese War in 
1937 and of the Pacific War in 1941, and hence budgeting was more difficult at the very 
time that the attempt was being made to enhance the effectiveness of the control. 

During the Great Depression period of the 1930s, Japanese academics began to 
undertake studies of budgetary control, especially following the development of the 
‘industrial rationalization’ (Sangyo Gorika) movement. Spearheaded by the national 
government, this movement sought to rationalize private firms under state guidance by 
introducing modern managerial techniques associated with scientific management 
(Kubota 2001). According to Hasegawa (1936, 27): 

Studies of budgetary control became remarkably active in Japanese academic circles when the 
government authorities, having proposed industrial rationalization since 1930, started the policy 
by establishing the Temporal Bureau for Rationalization of Industry (Rinji Sangyo Gouri Kyoku). 
It is generally recognized that, as a result of this effort by the government, the adoption of 
budgetary control spread at an increasing tempo in the industries of our country and cases of the 
establishment of scientific budget systems suddenly increased.1

Hasegawa (1936, 17) also suggested that ‘the scientific budget system, as a tool for 
effective management control, emerged though the experience of recession’. The 
implementation of budgetary control, however, cannot occur in a vacuum, prior 
experience with the use of budgets being an important pre-condition for its successful 
introduction to organizations. In some Japanese corporations, there already existed a 
long experience in the use of budget systems, dating back to the Meiji era (1868–1912). 
Hasegawa (1936, 48), for example, noted: 

It was recognizable that a form of budget system had already been developed in each type of 
industry which had been placed under governmental control, such as electricity, gas, railway, 
banking, trust, insurance and development. Of course, it was not always the case that a 
technically refined budget system existed in such industries. But, simply from the viewpoint of 
adoption, the introduction of budget systems into these industries dated back to considerably 
older times. 

However, Hasegawa (1936, 17) noted that the early forms of budget system had been of 
a low technical standard: ‘the budget system adopted by corporate management in the 
Meiji era was primitive and…they simply and uncritically adopted a cash budget for 
financial planning in imitation of the national budget’. One type of business in which 
budgetary developments can be observed over long periods of time is the special 
company (Hasegawa 1936, 17). Special companies were businesses that operated in 
fields which were considered highly significant in relation to the achievement of Japan’s 
national policy goals, such as economic development and territorial expansion (empire 
building). 

A key role with respect to the latter was to be played by transportation, specifically, 
shipping and railway in the second half of the nineteenth century and early decades of 
the twentieth century, followed by the aviation sector from the 1920s. Transportation 
was significant for enhancing trade and economic growth, and for military purposes 
connected with the defense and expansion of the Empire of Japan. Hasegawa (1936, 16), 
                                                  
1 Hasegawa (1936, 26-7) added that ‘when we discuss the introduction of the budget system to Japanese 
firms, we should not ignore the industrial rationalization movement that the government authorities 
vigorously proposed…which served to introduce American-style budgetary control to our country’. 
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taking up the South Manchurian Railway as a typical case, added that ‘the budgets of 
the construction expenses and the operating income and expenses were used from 1907 
in this company’.2

Transportation businesses as represented by railways tend to operate over large 
geographical areas with a dispersed organization, each work-site division conducting its 
own operations in a location physically distant from the headquarters office. In such 
circumstances, a budgetary system becomes potentially an important tool by which the 
central headquarters office can oversee the activities of each division, assessing their 
performance and attempting to control their operations. However, the reasons for the 
adoption of budgetary systems by the early special companies were more often than not 
a reflection of the role of the government in their affairs rather than the geographically 
dispersed nature of their operations. Thus, according to Hasegawa (1936, 49), there 
were at least two reasons why, at an early stage in the Meiji era, special companies 
adopted a budget system: ‘first…the companies received strict government supervision 
of, and in fact intervention into, their finances, operations and even accounting 
procedures. Second, such circumstances and the [semi-public] nature of these business 
enterprises forced them to imitate the use of national budgets’. Indeed, each special 
company was required, by laws or rules specifically applied to it, to periodically submit 
a statement of operating income and expenses to the relevant government authority.3

 

Formation of the South Manchurian Railway and Military Influence 
 

The South Manchurian Railway was an acting agency responsible for the management 
in the east Asian colonies of the Empire of Japan. The company was established with 
half of the original investment supplied by the Japanese government based on decree No. 
142 promulgated on June 7, 1906; the declared purpose of the company was to protect 
and secure the special rights and interests in the area then called Manchuria (the present 
northeast part of China) that Japan acquired as a result of victory in the Russo-Japanese 
War of 1904-5. 

Having started the business on April 1, 1907, the South Manchurian Railway, thereafter 
and until the end of the Second World War in 1945, as the largest special company of 
the Empire of Japan, executed not only railway transportation business but also colliery, 
oil, and steel manufacturing businesses in Manchuria. Moreover, besides as a business 
enterprise, the company was allowed to exercise political and administrative power in 
territorial areas attached to the railway fields. The construction of various facilities for 
engineering, education, and hygiene, etc. was also carried out by the company. 

                                                  
2 For the budget of construction expenses conducted at the South Manchurian Railway, Hasegawa (1936, 
17) further pointed out that ‘a form of the financial planning that scheduled future expenses for the 
creation and/or expansion of railway facilities was executed through organizing the budget of this type of 
capital expenditure’. 
3 In fact, in order for some of them to be able to receive government subsidies, they had to observe the 
government’s calculation rules and periodically submit a statement of operating income and expenses to 
the relevant government authority which, in the case of a transportation business, was normally the 
Ministry of Communications. 
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Therefore, the South Manchurian Railway was not a mere profit-making entity but 
accomplished its crucial role in the east Asian colonial management of the Empire of 
Japan through the railway business and the related development work. 

The special rights and interests of Japan in Manchuria included (1) the leasehold right in 
the tip of the Liáodōng Peninsula, (2) the ownership of the Chinese Eastern Railway’s 
southern branch line connecting Changchun and Lüshun, (3) the ownership of all the 
properties located in the south part (from 50° north) of Sakhalin, and (4) the fishing 
rights around the maritime provinces and the Kamchatka coast (Motoki Yamazaki’s the 
South Manchurian Railway related documents, R-82, the management archives of the 
South Manchurian Railway, part 1). All of these were inherited from Imperial Russia as 
a result of victory in the Russo-Japanese War. Japan then created the Kwantung 
Territory in the leasehold land in the Liáodōng Peninsula covering 3462 square 
kilometers and set up the Governor-General’s Office of Kwantung (Kwantung Agency 
from 1919, when the Command of the Kwantung Army was created) (Motoki 
Yamazaki’s the South Manchurian Railway related documents, R-82, the management 
archives of the South Manchurian Railway, part 1). Also, to manage the railway line 
connecting Changchun and Lüshun as the trunk line, in addition to the Anpo line 
connecting Andong and Mukden (present Shenyang) and other branch lines, covering 
1142.3 kilometers in total, the Japanese government established the South Manchurian 
Railway in 1906 as the acting agency (Motoki Yamazaki’s the South Manchurian 
Railway related documents, R-82, the management archives of the South Manchurian 
Railway, part 1). 

As a special company, a mechanism (through the Decree for the establishment of the 
company) was created by which the Japanese government could influence the 
management decisions of the South Manchurian Railway as follows: 

Article 7: The company has one president, two vice presidents, four or more directors, and three 
or six inspectors. 
Article 9: The government appoints the president and the vice presidents of the company by 
decree. The term of office is assumed to be five years. The government also appoints the 
directors of the company. The term of office is assumed to be four years. 
(The South Manchurian Railway Company, Decree for the establishment) 

Also, the post of management bureaucrat, with the task of observing the operation of the 
company, was set up within the South Manchurian Railway under Article 12 of the 
Decree, a position which was normally filled by an appointee from the 
Governor-General’s Office of Kwantung (later Kwantung Agency) (Motoki Yamazaki’s 
the South Manchurian Railway related documents, R-82, the management archives of 
the South Manchurian Railway, part 1; Mantetsu-kai Foundation 1986, 100). The 
management bureaucrat was able to inspect the books and other documents and articles 
of the company by the official power. In addition, Article 13, when revised in 1919, 
directly referring to the power of the Commander of the Kwantung Army, provided that 
‘the Commander…can give a necessary instruction about the operation of the company 
for military purposes, and can give a necessary order on military affairs for the 
operation of the company when at the war or applying to it’ (The South Manchurian 
Railway Company, Decree for the establishment). 

On the other hand, based on the instruction by three ministers of Communications, 
Finance and Foreign Affairs, made in 1906 on the company’s establishment, the South 
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Manchurian Railway was required to submit every year a business plan, budgets for the 
projected construction expenses and the operating income and expenses, the annual 
accounts and the plan for dividends for the approval of the Japanese government 
(Article 20). It required the same report when making changes to the original plan and 
budgets (Article 20). After the formation, the supervisory role of the company’s 
operation chiefly came under the Prime Minister’s jurisdiction, but the 
Governor-General’s Office of Kwantung (later Kwantung Agency) played the primary 
role as the direct supervisor in the colony (Mantetsu-kai Foundation 1986, 97). 

The supervisory mechanism was reformed in 1934, the Kwantung Agency was 
abolished, and, instead, the Kwantung Bureau was opened under the power of 
Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary resident in Manchuria (additional post 
of the Commander of the Kwantung Army) (Mantetsu-kai Foundation 1986, 100-1). 
The Ambassador Plenipotentiary was assumed to supervise the work of the Kwantung 
Bureau, and the supervisory role of the operation of the South Manchurian Railway was 
included in the work of the Kwantung Bureau (Mantetsu-kai Foundation 1986, 101). A 
quarterly statement of the construction expenses and monthly statement of the operating 
income and expenses were included in the matters on which the Ambassador 
Plenipotentiary demanded a report from the company (Motoki Yamazaki’s the South 
Manchurian Railway related documents, R-82, the management archives of the South 
Manchurian Railway, part 1; Mantetsu-kai Foundation 1986, 105). Also, it was revised 
so that all documents to be submitted to the Prime Minister, including the business plans, 
the budgets, and accounts, of the company be first submitted to the Ambassador 
Plenipotentiary (Motoki Yamazaki’s the South Manchurian Railway related documents, 
R-82, the management archives of the South Manchurian Railway, part 1; Mantetsu-kai 
Foundation 1986, 76; 102). 

The railway transportation business of the South Manchurian Railway developed well 
after beginning in 1907. However, the business was fundamentally transformed 
following the Manchurian Incident that occurred in 1931 and the foundation of the State 
of Manchuria (Manchuko) the following year.4 The State of Manchuria, in fact a puppet 
government of the Empire of Japan, requisitioned all the Chinese railways and postal 
administrations within the territory because it adopted a policy of having a national 
railway with its formation (Mantetsu-kai Foundation 1986, 34). The management and 
expanding construction of the main traffic systems of the State of Manchuria, including 
those of the National Railway of Manchuria, were consigned, through the mediation of 
the Kwantung Army, to the South Manchurian Railway (Yasutomi 1995, 164). 

In addition, the management of the North Korean Railway, including its own harbors, 
were entrusted to the company, this time through the consignment of the Korean 
Governor-General’s Office (Mantetsu-kai Foundation 1986, 22). As a result, the total 
distance of the railway transportation business of the South Manchurian Railway was 
vastly expanded and reached 7792.4 kilometers (Mantetsu-kai Foundation 1986, 22). 

                                                  
4 With the outbreak of the Manchurian Incident in September 1931, Japan moved to a war regime and 
following the one-sided declaration of the foundation of the state of Manchuria in 1932, Japan seceded 
from the League of Nations in March 1933. With the expansion of military expenditure to build up the 
country’s armaments, the Japanese economy in general experienced a boom, resulting in rapid inflation 
and a sharp fall in the exchange rate. 
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Furthermore, the North Manchurian Railway (1732.8 km) was transferred in exchange 
for a consideration of 170 million yen from the Soviet Union in March 1935 
(Mantetsu-kai Foundation 1986, 255). This was incorporated into the system of the 
National Railway of Manchuria, and immediately consigned to the South Manchurian 
Railway for management purposes. As a result, a unified management of the whole 
railway systems in Manchuria became possible through the management network of the 
South Manchurian Railway. 

Based on the consignment of these railway management rights, the South Manchurian 
Railway, specifically for the purpose of managing the National Railway, at first formed 
the General Railway Bureau in Mukden, in addition to its headquarters in Dalian 
(Mantetsu-kai Foundation 1986, 153). The company also formed the Railway Bureau of 
Construction within the headquarters as the organization in charge of the consigned 
construction work for new lines of the National Railway (Mantetsu-kai Foundation 
1986, 153). 5  However, all the operations within the jurisdiction of the South 
Manchurian Railway, including the management, improvement, and construction not 
only of its own lines but also of all the consigned railways, was finally integrated by the 
set-up in 1936 of the Total Railway Bureau in Mukden to reform the multiple 
managements of the various railways and thereby create a smooth, overall management 
(Mantetsu-kai Foundation 1986, 154). By so doing, streamlining of the railway 
operations was achieved. 

The construction of new lines of the National Railway in the eight years from the 
Manchurian Incident in 1931 to 1939 reached as much as 400 kilometers per year, 
though the work was ‘at direct request to the company as a direct command of the army’ 
(Mantetsu-kai Foundation 1986, 163; Jilin Province, the Academy of Social Science, the 
Archives of the South Manchurian Railway, 20083). The transportation of freight and 
passengers increased rapidly in parallel with the progress of the construction work. 
Freight transportation increased 3-fold (including the lines of the National Railway) 
from 21.366 million tons in 1936 to 64.506 million tons in 1940 (Mantetsu-kai 
Foundation 1986, 163). For passenger transportation, it also recorded a 6-fold increase 
over the same period, from 15.75 million persons to 97.82 million, and this increase 
continued even thereafter (Mantetsu-kai Foundation 1986, 163). To correspond to the 
significant increases in transportation of freight and passengers, the South Manchurian 
Railway increased the transportation capacity of each train by using a large-scale 
locomotive (Mantetsu-kai Foundation 1986, 163). In particular, it executed consistently 
for long-distance transportation of freight. To make it able to bear this long-distance 
freight, the company specifically replaced and strengthened existing rails (Mantetsu-kai 
Foundation 1986, 163). Thus, rationalization of transportation and improvement of 
transportation efficiency were achieved. 

Following the outbreak of the Second Sino-Japanese War in July 1937, Japanese 
military expenditure was further increased. The National Mobilization Law (Kokka 
Sodoin Ho) was promulgated in April 1938 to strengthen the government’s control over 
the economy and a general mobilization plan was accordingly established in June 1938. 
In response to this change in Japan, the transportation of munitions goods between 
                                                  
5 Also, based on the consignment of the North Korea Railway, the North Korea Railway Administration 
Bureau was formed under the direct control of the president in Ch'ŏngjin. 
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Japan, China, and Manchuria increased rapidly. 

In addition, the Kwantung Army began preparations for its own war against the Soviet 
Union, called a special military exercise, in 1941, when the war between Germany and 
the Soviet Union started (Mantetsu-kai Foundation 1986, 53). Indeed, after the 
Manchurian Incident in 1931, the South Manchurian Railway, to reinforce railway 
facilities and arrange the transportation of staff, implemented maintenance work based 
on the ‘Strategic Instruction’ issued by the Commander of the Kwantung Army for 
military purposes (Jilin Province, the Academy of Social Science, the Archives of the 
South Manchurian Railway, 20083). Under these conditions, the company regarded it 
‘as a supreme order of the nation and it is necessary to observe it [the instruction] at the 
present stage in view of the prolonged war conditions since the Second Sin-Japanese 
War’ although recognizing at the same time that ‘this was restricting the railway 
management’ (Jilin Province, the Academy of Social Science, the Archives of the South 
Manchurian Railway, 20083). 

When the Pacific War started in December 1941, marine transportation was converted to 
surface transportation to compensate for an insufficient number of ships, with the result 
that the freight transportation of the South Manchurian Railway further increased, 
recorded as more than 84 million tons in 1942 (Mantetsu-kai Foundation 1986, 53). On 
the other hand, to transport this freight smoothly, the South Manchurian Railway 
restricted passenger transportation. Instead of passenger cars, locomotives and wagons 
were prioritized as vehicles to be newly constructed (Mantetsu-kai Foundation 1986, 
53),6 and by so doing, an improvement of freight transportation efficiency was achieved. 
Moreover, in order to transport a large amount of war materials consistently, the 
transportation of farm products, such as soybeans, that had been the main goods 
transported, was postponed. The South Manchurian Railway’s consistent transportation 
from Japan, via China, to Manchuria continued until Japan’s final defeat in 1945. 

Under wartime conditions, the South Manchurian Railway came to be charged with the 
duty to secure and strengthen railway lines for military purposes and to deal with enemy 
sabotage, besides the construction of the double-track lines in specific regions and of 
new lines in Manchuria (Mantetsu-kai Foundation 1986, 164). In fact, it was stated in 
‘the Fundamental Policy of the Greater East Asia Traffics’ the cabinet decided to adopt 
on July 1, 1942 that ‘transportation facilities need to be considered for conversion to 
war purposes, [because] the government should give priority, over others, to taking 
measures to enhance the national defense and secure the circulation of [munitions] 
goods’ (Mantetsu-kai Foundation 1986, 164). This was especially the case for the 
National Railway lines and accordingly the amount of lending to the State of Manchuria, 

                                                  
6 The number of vehicles that the South Manchurian Railway received from the Japanese government 
when the company was formed was only 220 locomotives, 157 passenger cars, 3813 wagons, 82 
convenient locomotives, and 651 wagons (Mantetsu-kai Foundation 1986, 188). But, as a result of having 
their own production factories afterwards and reinforcing their productive capacity, these numbers 
increased to 481 steam locomotives, 4 electric locomotives, 744 passenger cars, 9025 wagons, and 74 
other vehicles by 1936 (Mantetsu-kai Foundation 1986, 188). The number of wagons that were newly 
produced further increased thereafter by focusing on military transportation, reaching the number of 
vehicles possessed by the company at the end of the war in 1945, being 2434 locomotives, 3049 
passenger cars, 41371 wagons, 171 rail cars, and 141 other vehicles (Mantetsu-kai Foundation 1986, 189). 
As a laden weight of the wagon, a 30-ton car was standard. 
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for construction expenses for the National Railway lines, increased significantly and 
quickly reached one billion yen or more in 1940 and it exceeded 2.5 billion yen by the 
end of the war in 1945 (Mantetsu-kai Foundation 1986, 566). The routes that the South 
Manchurian Railway managed, in terms of total distance, finally reached 12493.2 
kilometers (not including the North Korea Railway) (Mantetsu-kai Foundation 1986, 
168), more than 10 times the original distance when the company was formed in 1906. 

 

Accounting at the South Manchurian Railway 
 

The South Manchurian Railway continuously invested vast amount of funds in its main 
business, i.e., railway transportation, since the opening of its operations in 1907, and by 
so doing aimed at expansion of this business, which served to increase operating income, 
as indicated in Tables 1 and 2. Although the performance of the company temporarily 
became sluggish in the 1930–1 fiscal year with the influence of the worldwide recession 
and the sharp fall of the value of silver coin, income related to the economic 
development of the State of Manchuria and increased immigration from Japan to 
Manchuria after the Manchurian Incident in 1931 flowed in, with the result that the 
performance showed a quick recovery (The South Manchurian Railway, 1936, 575). 

[insert Tables 1 and 2 around here] 
The income structure of the railway business of the South Manchurian Railway was, as 
seen in Table 3, at first overwhelmingly relied upon freight transportation. The average 
percentage of income from fright transportation for the period from 1928 to 1939 was 
78.16%, whereas that of income from passenger transportation was 15.59%. However, 
the structure was gradually changing because the portion of passenger transportation 
was increasing as the economic development in the area of Manchuria and the inflows 
of population advanced. 

[insert Table 3 around here] 
The increasing trend of net income from the railway business continued up until 1940, 
when accounting for operating income and expenses of the company’s own lines were 
integrated with the special accounting of the operations of the National Railway lines. 
For the accounting for the consigned management of the National Railway lines of the 
State of Manchuria, it was at first expected to be done independently from the 
company’s own accounting (Mantetsu-kai Foundation 1986, 547; Nagahiro 1933, 345). 
Even after the unified operation of the company’s own lines and the National Railway 
lines was achieved by the establishment of the Total Railway Bureau in 1936, 
accounting for both lines were still kept separate. This was reformed in 1940 when both 
systems of accounts were in principle, except for construction expenses, integrated 
(Mantetsu-kai Foundation 1986, 547). As a result, unification of accounting for both 
lines was achieved for current assets, debts, and operating income and expenses, except 
for expenditures for fixed assets. 
This unification of accounting of both lines was implemented on the condition that the 
South Manchurian Railway would pay 15 million yen every year in compensation to the 
State of Manchuria in exchange for the company to be able to manage the National 
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Railway lines on its own (Yasutomi 1995, 185-6). In addition, it was included in the 
condition that loans that the company had so far provided to the State of Manchuria for 
construction of new lines and improvement for the existing lines in operation were 
assumed to be non-interest bearing and, if there was any unpaid interest, the government 
was exempted from the debt retroactively, going back to the date of the establishment of 
the original consignment contract (Yasutomi 1995, 185-6). As a result of the unification 
of accounting, the consignment management and the related construction work of the 
National Railway lines of the State of Manchuria all came under the company’s own 
responsibilities, although it still formally continued to take the form of a consignment. 

On the other hand, the management of the North Korean lines consigned to the South 
Manchurian Railway in 1933 differed from that of the National Railway lines, although 
both took the form of a consignment. The management of the North Korean lines was, 
in its substance, an undertaking contracted by the South Manchurian Railway, and thus 
the difference in the operating income and expenses of the North Korean lines 
calculated in the special accounts was finally transferred to the company’s own accounts 
as a part of its own income and expenses of the railway business (Nagahiro 1933, 351; 
Mantetsu-kai Foundation 1986, 330). Also, a portion of the construction expenses 
incurred in relation to the consignment management of the North Korean lines had to be 
undertaken by the company itself (Mantetsu-kai Foundation 1986, 328). However, from 
July 1940 (until finally belonging to the company on April 1, 1945), this was revised to 
the form of lease management such that all of the management and the construction 
work of the North Korean lines became the company’s own responsibility, in exchange 
for the company paying the Korean Governor-General a fixed fraction of the amount of 
investment already made to the railway lines (Mantetsu-kai Foundation 1986, 328). 

As already revealed in Table 2, the performance of the South Manchurian Railway was 
extremely consistent, except in the early 1910s when the amount of capital investment 
increased disproportionately relative to the amount of net operating income and during 
the worldwide recession 1930–1. When excluding these exceptional periods, the 
average rate of return on invested capital (ROIC, calculated as net operating income 
relative to construction expenses) throughout the period from its inception in 1907 until 
1939 before reaching the unification is recorded as 27.43%, and the volatility was 
extremely low, with only a few exceptions. 

The level of ROIC was further enhanced after 1939 with the unification of accounts of 
the company’s own lines and the National Railway lines, to a level of over 30% on 
average for the period from 1940 to 1944 (see Table 4-1). However, this increase in the 
level of ROIC was only superficial, because the construction expenses of the National 
Railways were not integrated with those of the company’s own lines and instead 
continued to be dealt with as lending to the State of Manchuria, in contrast to the 
unification of the operating income and expenses. In fact, the performance of the 
railway business of the company fell sharply to 22.82% after 1939, whereas the period 
until 1939 was 58.88% on average when measured using ROS, the ratio of net income 
to operating income (see Table 4-1). The performance of the National Railway lines was 
thus in a serious slump when compared with the company’s own lines. 

[insert Tables 4-1, 4-2 and 4-3 around here] 
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When the performance of the National Railway lines only is examined, the average 
ROIC for the period between 1934 and 1939 was only 3.72% and that of ROS was 
18.59% (see Table 4-2). The performance of the North Korean lines was somewhat 
better than this: average ROIC was 9.22%, whereas ROS was 12.55% (see Table 4-3). 
However, this was still significantly low when compared with the performance of the 
company’s own lines. Indeed, the management integration through the establishment of 
the Total Railway Bureau in 1936 of the company’s own lines with the National 
Railway lines and the North Korean lines and the resultant integration of their accounts 
in 1940 originated from a national policy based on negotiations with the Kwantung 
Army and the State of Manchuria rather than from an economic motivation of the 
company itself. This was naturally reflected in budgeted net income after 1939, which 
was organized by acknowledging in advance that a serious decline of performance 
would probably be caused by the integration of the National Railway lines and the 
North Korean lines. 

In addition to the accounting integration, an increase in operating expenses after 1939 
degraded the performance of the South Manchurian Railway further. Table 5 shows 
operating income and expenses classified in terms of passenger and freight 
transportation of the South Manchuria Railway (the National Railway lines and the 
North Korean lines are combined between 1933 and 1939). For the period from 1927 to 
1937, i.e., the pre-Second Sino Japanese War period, the difference in average income 
from passenger transportation per person and operating expenses was 1.123 (= 1.681 − 
0.558), whereas for the wartime period, i.e., from 1938 to 1944, was 0.815 (= 2.333 − 
1.518). The same applies to freight transportation. For the pre-war period, the difference 
was 3.112 (= 4.969 − 1.857), whereas it was 1.769 (= 5.083 − 3.314) for the wartime 
period. 

 [insert Table 5 around here] 
As shown in Table 5, an increase in fare rates for passengers, 0.652 (= 2.333 − 1.681), 
and freight transportation, 0.114 (= 5.083 − 4.969), could not match the rise in operating 
expenses, 0.961 (= 1.518 − 0.558) for passengers and 1.457 (= 3.314 − 1.857) for 
freight transportation, and thus the profit margins of both transportations were 
extremely reduced from the pre-war period to the wartime period. In fact, expressing its 
concern that the increase in operation cost was significant and revenue growth was not 
catching up with this, an internal report prepared in 1940 concerning the management of 
the South Manchurian Railway pointed out that ‘it would need to implement some 
measures, if this situation continued’ (Jilin Province, the Academy of Social Science, 
the Archives of the South Manchurian Railway, 20083). 

With respect to the increase in operating expenses, the report suggested, as one of the 
reasons, an increase in labor costs accompanying the increase in traffic volume, in 
addition to rising prices (Jilin Province, the Academy of Social Science, the Archives of 
the South Manchurian Railway, 20083). In particular, the reduction in the profit margin 
of freight transportation, −1.343 (= 1.769 − 3.112), was significant because, as 
described above, the portfolio of the company’s railway business was heavily reliant 
upon freight transportation. This was because fare price hikes for freight transportation 
were intentionally and specifically suppressed at the request of the army and the 
Japanese government (Mantetsu-kai Foundation 1986, 168; Yasutomi 1995, 185). Of 
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course, the company took measures to deal with the deterioration in earnings. As was 
already seen, the company tried to shift the weight of the income structure of the 
railway business from freight to passenger transportation to seek more profitable 
opportunities, although this was insufficient to cover the decline in freight transportation. 
Another effort the company took was maintaining, or enhancing if possible, control of 
operation through the budget. 

 

Control through Budget at the South Manchurian Railway 
 

Although the budget of the South Manchurian Railway was compiled for construction 
expenses, i.e., expenditures for fixed assets,7 and operating income and expenses 
(including depreciation expenses), only the operating income and expenses are analyzed 
here because their control could more directly influence the performance at least in the 
short term. For budgeting operating income, the budget was complied in the following 
manner: (1) Quantitative amounts that became the basis for income calculation were 
estimated on the basis of past results and special circumstances in the fiscal year 
concerned; (2) Unit prices were used in the calculation, as they were, when available. If 
not, they were specifically calculated using related data (Nagahiro 1933, 302). 

In the same way, the budget for operating expenses was compiled as follows: (1) Labor 
costs were calculated on the basis of the number of men and the wage amount as of May 
1, as long as there were no special circumstances (Nagahiro 1933, 302-3). When the 
number of men exceeded the capacity, the excessive part concerned was separately 
calculated. (2) Non-personnel expenses were multiplied according to the amounts and 
unit prices concerned. (3) Amounts should be within a specific range, if such a normal 
range existed, and a specific basis for the calculation was required for the ones with no 
specified amount. (4) For unit prices, distribution prices or in-house prices in the 
Expenses Section were used when appropriate (Nagahiro 1933, 303). If not, the unit 
prices were calculated using related data and the basis for the calculation was clearly 
described. (5) For in-house unit prices, coal fees, train fare, light fees, gas bills, and 
water expense were based on their current rates on May 1, as long as there were no 
special circumstances (Nagahiro 1933, 303). 

The operation of the train was controlled according to a service timetable, which was 
periodically revised once a year to correspond to changes in the fiscal year concerned 
(Mantetsu-kai Foundation 1986, 191). This applied not only to passenger transportation 
but also that of freight in the case of the South Manchurian Railway. In particular, for 
                                                  
7 The organization of the budget for construction expenses was executed in the following manner: (1) 
each business, including the railway, was divided according to the main construction projects for the year 
concerned and all the total sum required for the construction and related expenditures were summed up 
for each business, with the calculations explained in detail; (2) a business plan was attached to the main 
construction projects and, for others, at least a relevant explanation for its necessity was required; (3) for 
the business plan, it was necessary to explain in full the necessity of the business concerned, the outline of 
the plan, the effect of the construction, and expected operating income and expenses; and (4) for the 
businesses requiring construction taking two or more years, this was regarded as a continuing undertaking 
and an allowance was calculated for each fiscal year. In this last case, a schedule was attached to the 
budget statement of the construction expenses (Nagahiro 1933, 301-2). 
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freight, frequency was decided on the basis of expected maximum volume of the 
transportation in the fiscal year to agree with the expected related work (Mantetsu-kai 
Foundation 1986, 191). However, the timetable and the number of wagons for carrying 
coal and soybeans, as main items, had to be significantly revised in 1939 because of the 
sudden increase in the transportation of military goods and construction materials 
caused by the Second Sino-Japanese War breaking out in 1937 (Mantetsu-kai 
Foundation 1986, 192). However, facing further increases in both passenger and freight 
transportation thereafter, the emergency regime was strengthened, and leveling 
variations in traffic volume and transporting freight smoothly in accordance with the 
scheduled timetable became gradually more difficult, especially after transportation for 
the Kwantung Army’s special military exercise, which lasted almost one year, starting 
July 1941, was executed (Mantetsu-kai Foundation 1986, 192). The principle of having 
a train schedule was finally abandoned in 1944, and the South Manchurian Railway 
came to adopt conformism, which meant dealing with actual freight movement on an ad 
hoc basis (Mantetsu-kai Foundation 1986, 192). 

However, it should be noted here that the South Manchurian Railway, almost to the last, 
observed the scheduled timetable not only for passengers but also for freight 
transportation until 1944. Indeed, the company in 1940 still tried to execute planed 
transportation as a measure to deal with the significant increase in transportation caused 
by the war effort by adopting a transportation appointment system and an application 
order system, by which the order of transportation was not able to be changed without a 
valid reason, such as being necessary as a matter of public interest (Mantetsu-kai 
Foundation 1986, 211). The planning of freight transportation came to be intensified 
after the Pacific War broke out in 1941 (Mantetsu-kai Foundation 1986, 211). The 
establishment and strict observance of the scheduled timetable functioned effectively for 
budgetary control of the company’s operation. However, the portion of freight 
transportation that had so far occupied a major part of the total operating income began 
to decrease in 1942, even though the traffic volumes continued to increase because of 
military freight transportation having reached large quantities. In fact, this decrease in 
the share of freight transportation in the company’s income structure was caused by a 
low rate intentionally set for military purposes (Mantetsu-kai Foundation 1986, 211). 

For the budgetary control practice implemented at the South Manchuria Railway, it is 
clear that, for the most part, it maintained a high level of consistency between the 
budgeted and the actual results in both the pre-war and wartime periods. Indeed, as 
indicated in Table 6, the level of consistency was promptly restored after each case of a 
large disagreement occurring due to the influence of an important event, such as the 
Great Depression in 1929, the Manchurian Incident in 1931, the foundation of the State 
of Manchuria in 1932, the outbreak of the Second Sino-Japanese War in 1937, and the 
outbreak of the Pacific War in 1941. Interestingly, this pattern was maintained even in 
the wartime period, specifically, after 1941. 

 [insert Table 6 around here] 
In order to analyze in more detail the budgetary control practice adopted by the South 
Manchurian Railway, not only the amount (in terms of absolute value) of disagreement 
of the budgeted operating income, expenses, and net income with the actual results, but 
also the ratios of the disagreements to the original budgeted amounts were calculated 
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and summarized in Table 7, in which the entire time period from 1927 to 1944 is also 
divided into the following five periods: peacetime period before the Great Depression 
(1927–1929); period suffering turmoil, such as the Great Depression in 1929, the 
Manchurian Incident in 1931, and the foundation of the State of Manchuria in 1932 
(1930–1933); relatively tranquil period before the wars (1934–1937); the Second 
Sino-Japanese War period (1938–1940) and the Pacific War period (1941–1944). As 
expected, significant disagreements were found in both of the turmoil period and the 
period of the Second Sino-Japanese War, more than 17% in operating income and more 
than 23% in operating expenses. However, against expectation, the period of the Pacific 
War saw a close agreement between the budgeted and actual results, in addition to the 
peacetime and tranquil periods. 

[insert Table 7 around here] 
In Table 8-1, to closely examine the degree of agreement for the period from the 
tranquil to the Pacific War periods (1934–1944), data for the budgeted and actual 
operating income were classified into income from passenger and freight transportation, 
and more importantly, the amounts (in terms of absolute value) and ratios of 
disagreement between the budgeted and actual income were further divided into the part 
originating from the difference in traffic volume and the part caused by the difference in 
unit price, according to the organizing procedure of the budget as already explained. In 
fact, the South Manchurian Railway used the expected number of people for transport 
and the amount of freight as the basis for calculating the budgeted amount of operating 
income. This treatment shown in Table 8-1 was necessary to more precisely understand 
the degree of control exercised through budget at the South Manchurian Railway during 
this period of time because, in a strict sense, only the difference between the budgeted 
and actual results originating from the difference in traffic volume could be directly 
controlled through budget, at least in the short term. 

As shown in Table 8-1, with a few exceptions, in the period of the Pacific War, 
especially for income from passenger transportation after 1942, the part originating 
from the difference in unit price more greatly affected the entire difference between the 
budgeted and actual income. It is thought that this is because the passenger fares were 
temporarily revised and raised in April 1943 (Yasutomi 1995, 193). It is also understood 
that the difference between the budgeted and actual income after 1939 indicated in 
Table 6 was displayed in a small scale on the surface in the sense that the part of the 
difference originating from passenger transportation and that caused by freight were 
counterbalanced. A part of the reasons for the counterbalancing might be attributable to 
emphasis moving from freight to passenger transportation in the income structure of the 
South Manchuria Railway after 1939. 

[insert Tables 8-1 and 8-2 around here] 

As expected, for the period of the Second Sino-Japanese War (1938–1940), the degree 
of disagreement between the budgeted and actual income from both passenger and 
freight transportation was significant, even when measured in terms of the ratio of the 
difference originating from the difference in traffic volume to the original budgeted 
amount, as indicated in Table 8-2. When both passenger and freight transportation are 
combined, it amounted to more than 40% of the original budgeted amount. On the other 
hand, when the result for the period of the Pacific War (1941–1944) was compared with 
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that of the tranquil period before the wars (1934–1937), it is confirmed that there is no 
significant difference between the two periods. The same inference applies to the case 
of freight transportation. It is thus presumed that budgetary control for operating income 
practiced in the peacetime period before 1937 was maintained after 1940, even when 
during the Pacific War, in which the circumstances surrounding the company were very 
opaque. 

In fact, at the South Manchurian Railway, the control of operating income had been 
specifically stressed in implementing its budgetary control. For example, the company’s 
report to the Imperial Diet of Japan, issued in December 1924, concerning the railway’s 
operating income, stated that: 

When compared with the budget, the operating income of railway business recorded an excess 
of about 300,000 yen in the first half of this period. Since the outbreak of the First 
Zhili–Fengtian War, the communication and the number of passengers were in fact cut off and, 
in particular, the travel of passengers living in rural areas significantly declined. The influence 
of such situation still continued even in this October. For this reason, the operating income of 
railway business fell below the budget for about 200,000 yen in the month. However, it is 
expected that the passenger transportation can gradually be restored with the stabilization of the 
situation, and the originally budgeted income would be achieved at the end of the latter term. 
(The South Manchurian Railway Company, Explanatory notes for the Imperial Diet, 1924)8

Although it was not related to the company’s own lines but to the National Railway 
lines, a report of the General Railway Bureau submitted in November 10, 1936 to the 
Kwantung Army on its annual accounts ending March 31, 1936 still stated that: 

If net income for the current year was compared with the budgeted amount (excluding special 
income), it came to decrease by 1118845 yen because operating income decreased by 911486 
yen whereas expenses increased by 207359 yen…As for the passenger transportation, it 
recorded 14180607 people as the number of passengers and 28678252 yen in terms of operating 
income. But when it was compared with the budget, it was decreased by 916030 people in 
number and 1332606 yen in amount…As for the freight transport,…69655515 yen was obtained 
as total income from freight transportation, but when it is compared with the budget, it recorded 
an increase by 2330244 tons in total handling amount and again an increase by 1466812 yen in 
amount. (The Division of Traffic Supervision of the Kwantung Army, The Annual Accounts of 
the Consigned Railway Management for 1935) 

More specifically, in 1941 the South Manchurian Railway faced a situation in which 
necessary profit for accomplishing a construction plan for the National Railway lines, 
based on the supply plan for munitions goods and the related financial plan both 
adopted by the Japanese government, was still insufficient by about 6 million yen. 
Therefore, the chief accountant at the South Manchurian Railway, regarding the budget 
formulation in 1941, in ordering to each budget manager in the company, stated that: 

For the budget of operating income and expenses,…the incoming profit is still insufficient based 
on the budget that was approved by the Japanese government…It is therefore necessary aiming 
at income growth more than being assumed by the budget, trying to save expenditure more, and 

                                                  
8 The same report added that: ‘[t]he amount of coal exported from Japan decreased due to the recession of 
the coal mining industry. Also the domestic sales of coal were not satisfactory because of the inactive 
industries in various areas in Manchuria. Since the quantitative amount of transportation decreased for 
these reasons, remarkable income shortage was recorded when compared with the budget. Because the 
budget is excessively estimated, income decrease is still expected towards the end of this year though 
transportation from the Fushun colliery is expected to expand in future’. 
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securing necessary profit for the company. (Jilin Province, the Academy of Social Science, the 
Archives of the South Manchurian Railway, 20083) 

Indeed, expenditure of more than 200 million yen was scheduled in the cash flow plan 
of the South Manchurian Railway for 1941 to implement construction work for the 
National Railway lines to establish new lines and improve and make the existing lines 
double-tracked, in addition to the improvement work (about 35 million yen) on the 
company’s own line (Jilin Province, the Academy of Social Science, the Archives of the 
South Manchurian Railway, 00043). In view of the capital market control exercised by 
the Japanese government that started in 1939, contingencies were prepared, although the 
issue of corporate bonds of about 228 million yen was at the same time scheduled as a 
funding source (Jilin Province, the Academy of Social Science, the Archives of the 
South Manchurian Railway, 20083).9 Net income from the railway business, which was 
the kernel of all the businesses of the South Manchurian Railway, was expected to 
perform the important role in such a situation of being a reliable funding source. In fact, 
net income was regarded as the secondary source of fund only next to the issuance of 
corporate bonds (Jilin Province, the Academy of Social Science, the Archives of the 
South Manchurian Railway, 20083). This situation was almost the same in 1942, as far 
as can be determined from the cash flow plan organized: expenditure of 48 million yen 
for the company’s own lines and 278 million yen for the National Railway lines (Jilin 
Province, the Academy of Social Science, the Archives of the South Manchurian 
Railway, 00047), while fund raising of 248 million yen from the issuance of bonds and 
85 million yen from net income (Jilin Province, the Academy of Social Science, the 
Archives of the South Manchurian Railway, 00048). In spite of this, the role was 
jeopardized by the accounting integration of the company’s own and the National 
Railway lines in 1940. It is thought that in this context, the South Manchurian Railway 
needed to maintain, even in the wartime period, the quality of budgetary control that had 
been executed before the war. 

While it is clear that the control of operating income was their primary concern, there 
was nevertheless a consciousness amongst the management of the Manchurian Railway 
that unnecessary expenditure must be curtailed to achieve the required level of 
necessary profit. As an index by which to judge the effectiveness of budgetary control at 
the South Manchurian Railway in reducing expenses, the company’s real operating 
expenses per person for passenger transportation and the expenses per ton for freight 
one for the wartime period (1938-1944) was calculated and, in Table 9, these were 
compared with equivalent figures for the pre-war period (1932-1937). For passenger 
transportation, there was no significant difference recognized in average amount of 
operating expenses per person between the pre-war (0.5179 yen) and the wartime period 
(0.5635 yen). Rather efficiency was deteriorated during the period after 1939, 0.6836 
yen. This might be due to the restriction of passenger transportation caused by 
prioritization given to freight transportation (Mantetsu-kai Foundation 1986, 53). In fact, 
it can be seen from the final column of Table 9 that the average amount of operating 
expenses per ton for freight transportation comes out as 1.3056 yen for the wartime 
                                                  
9 The South Manchurian Railway began to have difficulties getting funding from the capital market in 
Japan from around 1940. In executing the third capital increase, totaling 400 million yen, in 1940, the 
South Manchurian Railway came for the first time to rely on the State of Manchuria, besides existing 
fund sources, such as private capital in Japan and the Japanese government. 
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period (1.4433 yen specifically for the period after 1939) but 1.7595 yen for the pre-war 
period, indicating that the former enjoyed a lower operating expense per ton than the 
latter. This possibly suggests that more care and attention was paid to the budget process 
in the wartime period than in the pre-war period for freight transportation. 

 [insert Table 9 around here] 
 

Conclusion 
 

The reconciliation of ‘national interest’ and ‘self-interest’ in a special company are 
normally achieved through the process of budget organization. Against this background, 
this paper has focused on the influence exerted by the Japanese government and the 
Kwantung Army on the South Manchurian Railway in maintaining budgetary control 
practice during the wartime period, through which this study has also attempted to make 
a contribution to the debate over the need for and effectiveness of budgetary control 
during a period of turmoil. 

In stressing the need for radically reforming the traditional budget system, the Beyond 
Budgeting group, as represented by Hope and Fraser (2003), advocates introducing a 
more flexible approach by keeping budgets up-to-date through more frequent revisions 
or alternatively to completely replace the traditional forms of budget with devolution 
and empowerment of lower-level employees. In opposition to this type of reform, Otley 
(2008, 234) emphasizes that the traditional control through budget is still important for 
not losing ‘the holistic overview that traditional budgeting systems provided’. 

The Manchurian Incident that occurred in 1931 and the foundation of the State of 
Manchuria led to the consignment of management of both the National Railway and the 
North Koreans lines to the South Manchurian Railway. To integrate the operation of the 
multiple railway lines and to create a smooth, overall management by the unification, 
the South Manchurian Railway established the Total Railway Bureau in Mukden in 
1936. To make preparations for war in the early 1930s and from 1937 as a part of the 
war effort, the South Manchurian Railway, under instructions from the Japanese 
government and the Kwantung Army, played crucial roles in not only transporting a vast 
amount of munitions goods but also constructing new lines and strengthening existing 
lines for military purposes. 

The integration of accounting for operating income and expenses of the company’s own 
lines and the special accounting of the operations of the National Railway lines that 
occurred in 1940 was also influenced by such national interest factors. In fact, the 
performance of the National Railway lines was seriously low when compared with that 
of the company’s own lines. Thus, by integrating both the accounts, the profitability of 
the South Manchurian Railway was significantly damaged. In addition to the accounting 
integration, an increase in operating expenses after 1939 caused by the increase in labor 
costs according to the increase in traffic volume, as well as the rising price levels, 
aggravated the declined in the performance of the South Manchurian Railway, by which 
the profit margin of the railway business was significantly reduced because fare price 
hikes were intentionally suppressed to a low level according to the request of the army 
and the Japanese government. The company naturally tried to shift the weight of the 
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income structure of the railway business from freight to passenger transportation in 
seeking more profitable opportunities, but it was insufficient to cover the decline in 
freight transportation. 

In spite of this, the South Manchurian Railway needed to obtain a necessary amount of 
profit to secure sufficient funds to implement construction work for military purposes 
requested by the Japanese government and the Kwantung Army. In this context, the 
South Manchurian Railway needed to maintain, even in the wartime period, the quality 
of budgetary control that had been executed before the war. For control of operating 
expenses, more care and attention was paid to the budget process in the wartime period 
than the pre-war period. 

The conditions the South Manchurian Railway faced became less predictable than 
before due to the Second Sino-Japanese War in 1937 and the Pacific War in 1941, 
during which budgeting became more and more difficult. The South Manchurian 
Railway tried to maintain control through budget even in such a situation, and in fact 
did maintain it. The case of the South Manchurian Railway demonstrates that under 
conditions in which the whole system of a nation, including its government 
organizations and military forces, in addition to business organizations such as special 
companies, is endangered, control through budget of the operation of a specific 
organization is maintained, or even strengthened, in order to achieve the objective of the 
organization required for the survival of the entire system, even when the environment 
surrounding the organization is becoming more and more unstable, and thus it is 
becoming difficult to implement budgetary control. The holistic overview that Otley 
(2008, 234) suggests emphasizes the role of the specific organizational unit demanded 
by the entire system and, in this sense, the case of the South Manchurian Railway 
supports his view. 
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Table 1. Construction Expenses of the Railway Business of the South Manchurian Railway Company 1907-1944 
Amount of increase (yen) Amount of decrease (yen) 

Year Amount of 
expenditure 

Shared 
amount of 

administration 
costs 

Amount of 
government 
investment 
property 

Amount of 
property 

arrangement 

Diversion 
from other 
accounts 

Total Amount of 
abolition 

Amount of 
removal 

Amount of 
depreciation

Amount of 
property 

arrangement 

Diversion to 
other accounts Total 

Amount at the 
date of closing 

accounts 

Accumulated 
amount 

1907    9099914.075 ― ― ― ― 9099914.075 ― 612.750 ― ― ― 612.750 9099301.325 9099301.325
1908     2171596.223 805878.538 331.920 ― ― 2977806.681 7479.438 2084.486 ― ― 1851.381 11415.305 22510759.376 31610060.701
1909     7925152.614 437157.097 421522.205 ― 9648.323 8793480.239 416408.999 100401.319 ― ― ― 516810.318 8276669.923 39886730.624
1910     14088657.914 656766.489 1507.380 ― 44387.450 14791319.230 243641.790 450960.537 ― ― ― 694602.327 14096716.908 53983447.530
1911     11082502.195 622579.617 1087398.677 ― ― 12792480.490 744924.636 222188.640 ― ― 15421.190 982534.466 11809955.023 65793402.553
1912     4778056.071 248469.634 -62490.860 ― ― 4964034.845 227357.290 194283.790 ― ― 36015.680 457656.760 4506378.085 70299780.638
1913     2276820.230 116037.579 8325.560 ― ― 2401183.369 213318.414 160150.578 ― ― 65123.964 438592.956 1962590.413 72262371.051
1914     1431350.552 86200.580 397.700 ― 8590.901 1526539.733 79058.167 211553.680 ― ― ― 290611.847 1235927.886 73498298.937
1915     1098842.304 73267.110 173794.709 ― ― 1345904.123 74092.803 99422.365 ― ― 478477.882 651993.050 693911.073 74192210.010
1916     2082021.639 86497.610 9364.330 ― 207735.511 2385619.090 45860.407 569984.078 ― ― ― 615844.485 1769774.605 75961984.615
1917     1471593.941 171380.990 1633742.203 ― 41134.686 3317851.820 66790.234 629448.668 ― ― ― 696238.902 2621612.918 78583597.533
1918     5931555.814 229407.792 22263210.822 ― ― 28424174.430 71813.922 766460.934 ― ― 4551.650 842826.506 27581347.924 106164945.455
1919    26068976.589 947011.193 ― ― ― 27015987.782 403859.450 224491.702 ― ― 494167.308 1122518.460 25893469.322 132058414.777
1920    26338575.700 1500732.270 ― ― 7537070.279 35376378.249 674716.486 534613.000 ― ― ― 1209329.486 34167048.763 166225463.540
1921    12826938.870 855611.500 ― ― ― 13682550.370 33217.350 109369.130 ― ― 917903.300 1060489.780 12622060.590 178847524.130
1922    9832248.910 833229.250 ― ― 323527.650 10989005.810 58920.500 161305.720 ― ― ― 220226.220 10768779.590 189616303.720
1923    8429633.130 1091400.910 ― ― ― 9521034.040 6254.560 133921.900 ― ― 874135.870 1014312.330 8506721.710 198123025.430
1924    11796117.950 1114732.240 ― ― 591000.420 13501850.610 42995.930 124788.560 ― ― ― 167784.490 13334066.120 211457091.550
1925    8942295.360 554196.190 ― ― 52380.170 9548871.720 26257.520 190842.080 ― ― ― 217099.600 9331772.120 220788863.670
1926     9425785.130 ― ― ― 108915.930 9534701.060 824935.700 3152298.960 1306961.040 ― ― 5284195.700 4250505.360 225039369.030
1927      18502827.740 ― ― 33794455.430 ― 52297283.170 464949.920 2772952.060 3294893.030 30944767.730 341163.690 37818726.430 14478556.740 239517925.770
1928     17374955.400 ― ― ― 1294349.380 18669304.780 1012144.900 3426632.960 4045223.630 ― ― 8484001.490 10185303.290 249703229.060
1929     19054060.160 ― ― ― 1179310.300 20233370.460 504162.170 3213065.950 4336993.350 ― ― 8054221.470 12179148.990 261882378.050
1930      13228051.570 ― ― 23383.170 ― 13251434.740 523721.860 2366431.750 199431.400 ― 1813267.200 4902852.210 8348582.530 270230960.580
1931     8002614.750 ― ― ― ― 8002614.750 86040.320 1237072.590 4609759.370 105931.270 89414.690 6128218.240 1874396.510 272105357.090
1932     4683164.590 ― ― 48158.590 2629041.790 7360364.970 105745.460 673787.060 5022949.270 ― ― 5802481.790 1557883.180 273663240.270
1933      10256409.270 ― ― 28428.210 ― 10284837.480 2908084.550 1403663.550 5348418.230 ― 40106.150 9700272.480 584565.000 274247805.270
1934     27572187.530 ― ― 62317.600 144593.430 27779098.560 837794.750 2513720.590 8898851.560 ― ― 12250366.900 15528731.660 289776536.930
1935      23956201.490 ― ― 114473.920 ― 24070675.410 1231407.700 1126441.800 5605697.850 ― 687094.200 8650641.550 15420033.860 305196570.790
1936     17600939.920 ― ― 56043.460 3382646.830 21039630.210 166821.730 768367.980 5202078.750 ― ― 6137268.460 14902361.750 320098932.540
1937      11358364.050 ― ― 166201.590 ― 11524565.640 304773.980 2055144.950 5561595.660 ― 62362889.940 14157804.530 -2633238.890 317465693.650
1938     22320625.730 ― ― 462954.560 50337277.110 73120857.400 590725.130 6782315.140 6349796.830 ― ― 13722837.100 59398020.300 376863713.950
1939     37928656.900 ― ― 204285.700 257535.580 38390478.180 354920.520 4551525.420 9242190.900 ― ― 14148636.840 24241841.340 401105555.290
1940    42250474.600 ― ― 8052364.920 50302839.520 ― 7297312.49 ― ― 7297312.490 43005527.030 444111082.320
1941     32776268.070 ― ― 116617310.15 149393578.220 ― 8872498.310 ― ― 8872498.310 140521079.910 584632162.230
1942 ― ― ― ― ― ― ― ― ― ― 43173837.770  627806000.000
1943 ― ― ― ― ― ― ― ― ― ― 56465000.000  684271000.000
1944 ― ― ― ― ― ― ― ― ― ― 238698871.000  922969871.000

Source: The South Manchurian Railway Company, Yearbook of Statistics, 1939: 50-3; Business Reports, 1940-41.; Mantetsu-kai Foundation, 1986: 565. 
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Table 2. Operating income and expenses of the Railway Business of the South Manchurian Railway Company 1907-1944 
Operating expenses 

Special salary expenses Depreciation and removal expenses Year Operating 
income Normal 

expenses Bonuses Retirement service 
bonuses 

Company houses 
expenses Total Depreciation 

expenses 
Amount of 

removal 
Extra depreciation 

expenses Total Total expenses 
Net income or 

losses 

1907     9768887.113 6101614.866 66515.540 ― ― 66515.540 ― ― ― ― 6168130.406 3600756.707
1908     12537142.420 4925118.650 233907.580 ― ― 233907.580 ― 2381.320 ― 2381.320 5161407.550 7375734.870
1909     15916198.080 5789560.468 263450.660 25707.550 ― 289158.210 ― 28772.630 ― 28772.630 6107491.308 9808706.772
1910     15671604.840 6092451.820 287631.550 35822.830 ― 323454.380 ― 450187.700 ― 450187.700 6866093.900 8805510.940
1911     17526287.860 6690936.760 310927.440 66410.660 ― 377338.100 ― 217417.020 ― 217417.020 7285691.880 10240595.980
1912     19907456.280 7653630.980 326894.160 62897.730 425628.460 815420.350 ― 193291.870 ― 193291.870 8662343.200 11245113.080
1913     22275132.040 7752437.270 350939.490 61291.980 558045.770 970277.240 ― 161511.100 ― 161511.100 8884225.610 13390906.430
1914     23216721.520 8133226.780 492384.330 71507.360 554602.850 1118494.540 ― 212059.430 ― 212059.430 9463780.750 13752940.770
1915     23894203.790 8074167.420 457737.480 75793.980 546602.770 1080134.230 ― 100352.970 ― 100352.970 9254654.620 14639549.170
1916     27815348.540 7864697.090 520532.250 98193.840 548647.610 1167373.700 ― 571242.180 ― 571242.180 9603312.970 18212035.570
1917     34457922.720 10568184.300 622553.820 306350.790 668327.890 1597232.500 ― 290549.730 ― 290549.730 12455966.530 22001956.190
1918     44992871.670 16273036.880 740179.490 309343.680 809747.320 1859270.490 ― 765119.960 ― 765119.960 18897427.330 26095444.340
1919     67060720.030 30218709.300 1195799.190 309699.340 1145230.670 2650729.200 ― 310228.260 ― 310228.260 33179666.760 33881053.270
1920     85316806.020 32119733.850 1823907.820 1496483.390 1577575.870 4897967.080 ― 948998.510 ― 948998.510 37966699.440 47350106.580
1921     78204132.380 25891138.580 2167058.490 242260.200 1845077.310 4254396.000 ― 1721120.570 ― 1721120.570 31866655.150 46337477.230
1922     87813029.330 26031280.600 2191163.480 791133.620 1749795.070 4732092.170 ― 1087398.410 ― 1087398.410 31850771.180 55962258.150
1923     92269703.670 26320438.180 2425539.490 2465283.830 1861385.110 6752208.430 ― 1075604.190 ― 1075604.190 34148250.800 58121452.870
1924     92561732.310 27002783.430 2385381.610 767102.010 2027915.590 5180399.210 ― 991864.630 ― 991864.630 33175047.270 59386685.040
1925     97395227.540 26860667.010 2009038.010 1817452.690 1695096.740 5521587.440 ― 2563978.140 ― 2563978.140 34946232.590 62448994.950
1926     107923566.530 29603887.350 2052603.980 1153759.000 1929491.870 5135854.850 3152298.960 2154620.120 ― 5306919.080 40046661.280 67876905.250
1927     113244180.150 31674737.260 2181613.610 2921949.710 2335326.150 7438889.470 3280081.540 2297648.410 544478.250 6122208.200 45235834.930 68008345.220
1928     118639089.590 30832456.460 2345934.950 944884.300 2796056.660 6086875.910 3998747.190 2858442.970 581542.630 7438732.790 44358065.160 74281024.430
1929     122103742.640 33171800.820 2456578.590 1461349.050 2703577.970 6621505.610 4296212.950 2735433.400 388554.940 7420201.290 47213507.720 74890234.920
1930    95330730.310 27628471.910 2541282.390 2021795.650 2073051.050 6636129.090 142073.220 2361784.420 117.800 2503975.440 36768576.440 58562153.870 
1931    85476297.720 26202838.830 1676721.900 1491345.640 2107127.690 5275195.230 4595524.550 1217256.870 5812781.420 37290815.480 48185482.240 
1932    103846511.830 27942342.460 1794927.460 1852018.410 1816999.280 5463945.150 4714484.920 675074.450 5389559.370 38795846.980 65050664.850 
1933     119676741.020 31955367.700 2326719.710 1824862.280 1962281.400 6113863.390 4729441.570 1111714.350 5841155.920 43910387.010 75766354.010
1934    126525376.050 36245906.220 2633590.560 1306275.760 3158679.080 7098545.400 7443004.430 2494175.780 9937180.210 53281631.830 73243744.220 
1935    134686175.980 37269081.550 2881950.760 1027402.530 3551245.420 7460598.710 4857039.720 1069074.100 5926113.820 50655794.080 84030381.900 
1936    133482465.690 39843952.270 3098715.870 1684155.320 3554469.080 8337340.270 4961834.290 742118.200 5703952.490 53885245.030 79597220.660 
1937    151053017.540 45384867.230 3236273.250 1667309.620 3668585.730 8572168.600 5335379.480 2047634.810 7383014.290 61340050.120 89712967.420 
1938    192745937.540 69327155.700 4472944.380 1723463.150 7423983.550 13620391.080 6121382.880 6559942.150 12681325.030 95628871.810 97117065.730 
1939    229829690.250 92560995.350 8063301.670 1351859.850 8420729.110 17835890.630 8979896.690 4530785.320 13510682.010 123907567.990 105922122.260 
1940    609979484.420 ― ― ― ― ― (19195421.810) ― ― ― 465034653.450 144944830.970
1941    723433448.620 ― ― ― ― ― (25446773.550) ― ― ― 572844051.280 150589397.340
1942    863920702.000 ― ― ― ― ― ― ― ― ― 667659835.000 199260867.000
1943    1022279539.000 ― ― ― ― ― ― ― ― ― 792643067.000 229636472.000
1944    1242542715.000 ― ― ― ― ― ― ― ― ― 944306888.000 298235827.000

Source: The South Manchurian Railway Company, Yearbook of Statistics, 1939: 108-9; Business Reports, 1940-41; Mantetsu-kai Foundation, 1986: 568. 
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Table 3. the income structure of the railway business of the South Manchurian Railway 1928-1939 

Year 
Income from 

passenger 
transportation 

Ratio of 
passenger 
income 
to the 
total 

operating 
income 

Income from 
freight 

transportation

Ratio of 
freight 
income 
to the 
total 

operating 
income 

Other income

Ratio of 
other 

income 
to the 
total 

operating 
income 

Total operating 
income 

1928   17619293.34 14.85% 97738146.930 82.38% 3281649.32 2.77% 118639089.60
1929   17451585.31 14.29% 101089474.20 82.79% 3562683.13 2.92% 122103742.60
1930   11461175.32 12.02% 77936687.75 81.75% 5932867.24 6.22% 95330730.31
1931    9135663.19 10.69% 70897755.74 82.94% 5442878.79 6.37% 85476297.72
1932    14812045.02 14.26% 85022314.40 81.87% 4012152.41 3.86% 103846511.80
1933    18757363.98 15.67% 94263019.12 78.76% 6656357.92 5.56% 119676741.00
1934   20332876.15 16.07% 101489276.20 80.21% 4703223.68 3.72% 126525376.10
1935   22412222.4 16.64% 103362261.40 76.74% 8911692.14 6.62% 134686176.00
1936   22302298.56 16.71% 103165249.10 77.29% 8014918.02 6.00% 133482465.70
1937   24877527.35 16.47% 115558375.10 76.50% 10617115.12 7.03% 151053017.50
1938   33940296.53 17.61% 135088530.60 70.09% 23717110.37 12.30% 192745937.50
1939   50206761.29 21.85% 153151205.00 66.64% 26471723.97 11.52% 229829690.30
1940    194843000.00 31.94% 318876000.00 52.28% 96260484.42 15.78% 609979484.40
1941    223381000.00 30.88% 391354000.00 54.10% 108698448.60 15.03% 723433448.60
1942    307691000.00 35.62% 418454000.00 48.44% 137775702.00 15.95% 863920702.00
1943    436025000.00 42.65% 419076000.00 40.99% 167178539.00 16.35% 1022279539.00
1944    597825000.00 48.11% 458135000.00 36.87% 186582715.00 15.02% 1242542715.00

Source: The South Manchurian Railway Company, Yearbook of Statistics, 1930: 124; 1932: 148, 294-5; 1934: 138; 1936: 146; 1939: 142-3; The South Manchurian Railway, The 
Third 10 years of the South Manchurian Railway, 1938: 1156, 1207; Mantetsu-kai Foundation, 1986: 205, 211-2, 275, 278, 336. 
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Table 4-1. Business performance (Company’s own lines) of the Railway Business of the South Manchurian Railway Company 1927-1944 
Company’s own lines 

Year Construction 
expenses (yen) 

Income from 
passenger 

transportation 
(yen) 

Total number of 
passenger 

transportation 
(person) 

Passenger 
transportation 

income per person 
(yen) 

Income from 
freight 

transportation 
(yen) 

Total number of 
freight 

transportation 
(ton) 

Freight 
transportation 
income per ton 

(yen) 

Other income 
(yen) 

Total operating 
income (yen) 

Total operating 
expenses (yen)

Net income 
(yen) ROIC  ROS

1927      239517925.77 16102953.35 8263089 1.949 94040818.67 16717677.0 5.625 3100408.13 113244180.15 45235834.93 68008345.22 28.39% 60.05%
1928      249703229.06 17619293.34 9702119 1.816 97738146.93 17530324.0 5.575 3281649.32 118639089.59 44358065.16 74281024.43 29.75% 62.61%
1929     261882378.05 17451585.31 10410579 1.676 101089474.20 18562959.0 5.446 3562683.13 122103742.64 47213507.72 74890234.92 28.60% 61.33% 
1930      270230960.58 11461175.32 8115808 1.412 77936687.75 15193272.0 5.130 5932867.24 95330730.31 36768576.44 58562153.87 21.67% 61.43%
1931      272105357.09 9135663.19 6331760 1.443 70897755.74 15454213.2 4.588 5442878.79 85476297.72 37290815.48 48185482.24 17.71% 56.37%
1932      273663240.27 14812045.02 8610159 1.720 85022314.40 16572815.7 5.130 4012152.41 103846511.83 38795846.98 65050664.85 23.77% 62.64%
1933     274247805.27 18757363.98 11633875 1.612 94263019.12 18850840.2 5.000 6656357.92 119676741.02 43910387.01 75766354.01 27.63% 63.31% 
1934     289776536.93 20332876.15 13786403 1.475 101489276.22 21671341.7 4.683 4703223.68 126525376.05 53281631.83 73243744.22 25.28% 57.89% 
1935     305196570.79 22412222.40 15122922 1.482 103362261.44 20980701.3 4.927 8911692.14 134686175.98 50655794.08 84030381.90 27.53% 62.39% 
1936     313667457.54 22302298.56 15749786 1.416 103165249.11 21365653.1 4.828 7565242.01 133032789.68 53885245.03 79147544.65 25.23% 59.49% 
1937     300114129.65 24877527.35 17515000 1.425 115558375.07 24331000.0 4.749 9899849.18 150335751.60 61340050.12 88995701.48 29.65% 59.20% 
1938     357299551.57 33940296.53 21001612 1.616 135088530.64 26994000.0 5.004 23378011.94 192406839.11 95628871.81 96777967.30 27.09% 50.30% 
1939     379249287.81 50206761.29 30825386 1.629 153151204.99 26228000.0 5.839 26471724.57 229829690.85 122744282.13 107085408.72 28.24% 46.59% 
1940     444111082.32 194843000.00 97822000 1.992 318876000.00 64506000.0 4.943 96260484.42 609979484.42 465034653.45 144944830.97 32.64% 23.76% 
1941     584632162.23 223381000.00 103683000 2.154 391354000.00 74576000.0 5.248 108698448.62 723433448.62 572844051.28 150589397.34 25.76% 20.82%
1942     627806000.00 307691000.00 132153000 2.328 418454000.00 84441000.0 4.956 137775702.00 863920702.00 667659835.00 199260867.00 31.74% 23.06%
1943     684271000.00 436025000.00 163544000 2.666 419076000.00 84984000.0 4.931 167178539.00 1022279539.00 792643067.00 229636472.00 33.56% 22.46%
1944     922969871.00 597825000.00 170050000 3.516 458135000.00 78085000.0 5.867 186582715.00 1242542715.00 944306888.00 298235827.00 32.31% 24.00%

Table 4-2. Business performance (National Railway lines) of the Railway Business of the South Manchurian Railway Company 1933-1939 
National Railway lines 

Year Construction 
expenses (yen) 

Income from 
passenger 

transportation 
(yen) 

Total number of 
passenger 

transportation 
(person) 

Passenger 
transportation 

income per person 
(yen) 

Income from 
freight 

transportation 
(yen) 

Total number of 
freight 

transportation 
(ton) 

Freight 
transportation 
income per ton 

(yen) 

Other income 
(yen) 

Total operating 
income (yen) 

Total operating 
expenses (yen)

Net income 
(yen) ROIC  ROS

1933 ―     14711341.00 7869115 1.870 36081524.00 8917826.0 4.046 3212027.00 54004892.00 50350390.00 3654502.00 ― 6.77%
1934      364417870.00 17851909.00 8814508 2.025 50513474.00 11873101.5 4.254 3784120.00 72152603.00 56209879.00 15942624.00 4.37% 22.10%
1935      626949667.00 28678252.00 13279957 2.160 72833515.00 14956210.7 4.870 9119130.00 110630897.00 90531440.00 20099457.00 3.21% 18.17%
1936     754744376.00 33539720.00 16758775 2.001 85475065.00 18658198.8 4.581 11633576.00 130648362.00 108852922.00 21795440.00 2.89% 16.68% 
1937     872640857.00 41561353.00 18731000 2.219 101804542.00 21050000.0 4.836 12837372.00 156203267.00 128016813.00 28186454.00 3.23% 18.04% 
1938     971706644.42 57217719.84 28893819 1.980 131105669.48 27792256.1 4.717 24079886.56 212403275.88 169066412.15 43336863.73 4.46% 20.40% 
1939     1157040761.84 100181693.68 45390000 2.207 167211924.47 37050640.9 4.513 30972182.23 298365800.38 250194128.44 48171671.94 4.16% 16.15% 

Table 4-3. Business performance (North Korea Railway lines) of the Railway Business of the South Manchurian Railway Company 1933-1939 
North Korea Railway lines 

Year Construction 
expenses (yen) 

Income from 
passenger 

transportation 
(yen) 

Total number of 
passenger 

transportation 
(person) 

Passenger 
transportation 

income per person 
(yen) 

Income from 
freight 

transportation 
(yen) 

Total number of 
freight 

transportation 
(ton) 

Freight 
transportation 
income per ton 

(yen) 

Other 
income 
(yen) 

Total operating 
income (yen) 

Total operating 
expenses (yen)

Net income 
(yen) ROIC  ROS

1933 ―     506500.62 746890 0.678 1134444.71 519238.0 2.185 102498.16 1743443.49 1641075.22 102368.27 ― 5.87%
1934 ―     1126757.26 1611337 0.699 2500987.39 1122588.0 2.228 327377.35 3955122.00 3842249.13 112872.87 ― 2.85%
1935 ―     1175059.74 1718170 0.684 3351435.30 1474439.0 2.273 478437.04 5004932.08 4485873.01 519059.07 ― 10.37%
1936    6431475.00 1516619.16 2169513 0.699 4787019.27 2088842.0 2.292 416901.87 6720540.30 5435018.79 1285521.51 19.99% 19.13%
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     1937 17351564.00 1789763.00 1991000 0.899 5842003.00 2432000.0 2.402 507871.00 8119636.00 6557092.00 1562544.00 9.01% 19.24%
1938     19564162.38 2317288.79 3059678 0.757 8082161.84 3085369.2 2.620 570321.95 10969772.58 9461907.09 1507865.48 7.71% 13.75%
1939      21856267.48 3736686.54 4509259 0.829 8894103.52 3957201.1 2.248 888810.79 13519600.85 13482812.36 36788.49 0.17% 0.27%

Source: The South Manchurian Railway Company, Yearbook of Statistics, 1930: 230, 290-1, 295, 305; 1932: 230, 294-5, 299, 307; 1934: 220, 282-3, 284, 285, 293, 947-53; 1936: 
232, 278-9, 282, 283, 293, 983-4, 986-7, 990-3, 1020-3; 1939: 224, 257; The South Manchurian Railway, The Third 10 years of the South Manchurian Railway, 1938: 1156, 1207; 
Mantetsu-kai Foundation, 1986: 205, 211-2, 275, 278, 336; The South Manchurian Railway Company, Explanatory notes for the Imperial Diet, 1935: 161-3. 
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Table 5. Passenger income, freight income and operating expenses of the Railway Business of the South Manchurian Railway Company 1927-1944 

Year 

Total number of 
passenger 

transportation 
(person) 

Income from 
passenger 

transportation 
(yen) 

Operating income 
from passenger 

transportation per 
person (yen) 

Operating expenses 
allocated to passenger 

transportation based on 
the ratio of the income 

among the total 
operating income (yen)

Operating 
expenses from 

passenger 
transportation per 

person (yen) 

Total number of 
freight 

transportation 
(ton) 

Income from 
freight 

transportation 
(yen) 

Operating income 
from freight 

transportation per 
ton (yen) 

Operating expenses 
allocated to freight 

transportation based on 
the ratio of the income 

among the total 
operating income (yen) 

Operating 
expenses from 

freight 
transportation per 

person (yen) 

1927     8263089 16102953.35 1.949 6432388.302 0.778 16717677.0 94040818.67 5.625 37564976.36 2.247
1928     9702119 17619293.34 1.816 6587691.837 0.679 17530324.0 97738146.93 5.575 36543394.80 2.085
1929     10410579 17451585.31 1.676 6747954.976 0.648 18562959.0 101089474.20 5.446 39087980.17 2.106
1930     8115808 11461175.32 1.412 4420516.862 0.545 15193272.0 77936687.75 5.130 30059782.94 1.978
1931     6331760 9135663.19 1.443 3985623.376 0.629 15454213.2 70897755.74 4.588 30930622.85 2.001
1932     8610159 14812045.02 1.720 5533607.455 0.643 16572815.7 85022314.40 5.130 31763346.13 1.917
1933     20249880 33975205.60 1.678 10254326.15 0.506 28287904.2 131478987.83 4.648 51531960.60 1.822
1934     24212248 39311542.41 1.624 11372284.65 0.470 34667031.2 154503737.61 4.457 56763486.37 1.637
1935     30121049 52265534.14 1.735 13042633.12 0.433 37411351.0 179547211.74 4.799 60150931.50 1.608
1936     34678074 57358637.72 1.654 13847626.57 0.399 42112693.9 193427334.38 4.593 64055901.72 1.521
1937     38237000 68309116.00 1.786 15504102.16 0.405 47813000.0 223204545.00 4.668 71785521.19 1.501
1938     52955109 93475305.16 1.765 22361335.76 0.422 57871625.3 274276362.16 4.739 89002168.62 1.538
1939     80724645 154125141.51 1.909 35813951.65 0.444 67235842.0 329257232.98 4.897 109247235.04 1.625
1940     97822000 194843000.00 1.992 148543925.32 1.519 64506000.0 318876000.00 4.943 243103897.66 3.769
1941     103683000 223381000.00 2.154 176882168.31 1.706 74576000.0 391354000.00 5.248 309890026.89 4.155
1942     132153000 307691000.00 2.328 237791410.50 1.799 84441000.0 418454000.00 4.956 323391866.81 3.830
1943     163544000 436025000.00 2.666 338079928.34 2.067 84984000.0 419076000.00 4.931 324938212.37 3.824
1944     170050000 597825000.00 3.516 454334694.90 2.672 78085000.0 458135000.00 5.867 348173170.15 4.459
Source: The South Manchurian Railway Company, Yearbook of Statistics, 1930: 230, 290-1, 295, 305; 1932: 230, 294-5, 299, 307; 1934: 220, 282-3, 284, 285, 293, 947-53; 1936: 
232, 278-9, 282, 283, 293, 983-4, 986-7, 990-3, 1020-3; 1939: 224, 257; The South Manchurian Railway, The Third 10 years of the South Manchurian Railway, 1938: 1156, 1207; 
Mantetsu-kai Foundation, 1986: 205, 211-2, 275, 278, 336; The South Manchurian Railway Company, Explanatory notes for the Imperial Diet, 1935: 161-3. 
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Table 6. Comparison of budgeted and actual operating income and expenses of the Railway Business of the South Manchurian Railway Company 1927-1944 

Year Budgeted 
Operating Income 

Actual Operating 
Income 

Ratio of actual to 
budgeted income 

(%) 

Budgeted 
Operating Expenses

Actual Operating 
Expenses 

Ratio of actual to 
budgeted expenses 

(%) 

Budgeted net 
income 

Actual net 
income 

Ratio of actual to 
budgeted net income 

(%) 
1927   105575895 113244180 107.26% 45165605 45235834 100.16% 60410290 68008346 112.58%
1928   117648375 118639090 100.84% 47619228 44358065 93.15% 70029147 74281025 106.07%
1929   121791309 122103743 100.26% 49187847 47213508 95.99% 72603462 74890235 103.15%
1930   133195498 95330730 71.57% 51026287 36768576 72.06% 82169211 58562154 71.27%
1931   94917171 85476297 90.05% 34223161 37290815 108.96% 60694010 48185482 79.39%
1932   91456208 103846512 113.55% 31407785 38795846 123.52% 60048423 65050666 108.33%
1933   95530075 119676741 125.28% 33344314 43910387 131.69% 62185761 75766354 121.84%
1934   116856183 126525376 108.27% 44752890 53281632 119.06% 72103293 73243744 101.58%
1935   126715602 134686175 106.29% 48782081 50655794 103.84% 77933521 84030381 107.82%
1936   137822596 133482465 96.85% 51289149 53885245 105.06% 86533447 79597220 91.98%
1937   143343661 151053017 105.38% 54401138 61340050 112.76% 88942523 89712967 100.87%
1938   148721013 192745937 129.60% 60362364 95628872 158.42% 88358649 97117065 109.91%
1939   192665368 229829690 119.29% 98195714 123907568 126.18% 94469654 105922122 112.12%
1940   625977161 609979484 97.44% 458423382 465034653 101.44% 167553779 144944831 86.51%
1941   653195611 723433448 110.75% 496595942 572844051 115.35% 156599669 150589397 96.16%
1942   800629800 863920701 107.91% 611302361 667659834 109.22% 189327439 196260867 103.66%
1943   967948312 1022279539 105.61% 736660142 792643067 107.60% 231288170 229636472 99.29%
1944   1275308000 1242542715 97.43% 1010122000 944306888 93.48% 265186000 298235827 112.46%
Source: The South Manchurian Railway Company, Explanatory notes for the Imperial Diet, 1926, 1828-9, 1930, 1932-6, 1938-43; Business Reports, 1924-45; Nagahiro, R., 1933: 
305; Liaoning Provincial Archives, Budget Statements of Operating Income and Expenses and the Schedules of the South Manchurian Railway Company for 1935 and 1941; 
Yasutomi, A., 1995: 225. 
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Table 7. Absolute value of difference between budgeted and actual operating income and expenses of the Railway Business of the South Manchurian Railway Company 1927-1944 

Year 
Absolute value of difference 
between the budgeted and 
actual operating income 

Ratio of the absolute value 
of the difference to the 

budgeted operating income 
(%) 

Absolute value of difference 
between the budgeted and 
actual operating expenses 

Ratio of the absolute value 
of the difference to the 

budgeted operating 
expenses (%) 

Absolute value of 
difference between the 
budgeted and actual net 

income 

Ratio of the absolute 
value of the difference to 
the budgeted net income 

(%) 
1927 7668285.00  7.26% 70229.00 0.16% 7598056.00 12.58%
1928   990715.00 0.84% 3261163.00 6.85% 4251878.00 6.07%
1929   312434.00 0.26% 1974339.00 4.01% 2286773.00 3.15%

Average ratio 
from 1927 to 

1929 
2.79%   3.67% 7.27%

1930   37864768.00 28.43% 14257711.00 27.94% 23607057.00 28.73%
1931   9440874.00 9.95% 3067654.00 8.96% 12508528.00 20.61%
1932   12390304.00 13.55% 7388061.00 23.52% 5002243.00 8.33%
1933   24146666.00 25.28% 10566073.00 31.69% 13580593.00 21.84%

Average ratio 
from 1930 to 

1933 
19.30%   23.03% 19.88%

1934   9669193.00 8.27% 8528742.00 19.06% 1140451.00 1.58%
1935   7970573.00 6.29% 1873713.00 3.84% 6096860.00 7.82%
1936   4340131.00 3.15% 2596096.00 5.06% 6936227.00 8.02%
1937   7709356.00 5.38% 6938912.00 12.76% 770444.00 0.87%

Average ratio 
from 1934 to 

1937 
5.77%   10.18% 4.57%

1938   44024924.00 29.60% 35266508.00 58.42% 8758416.00 9.91%
1939   37164322.00 19.29% 25711854.00 26.18% 11452468.00 12.12%
1940   15997677.00 2.56% 6611271.00 1.44% 22608948.00 13.49%

Average ratio 
from 1938 to 

1940 
17.15％   28.68% 11.84%

1941   70237837.00 10.75% 76248109.00 15.35% 6010272.00 3.84%
1942   63290901.00 7.91% 56357473.00 9.22% 6933428.00 3.66%
1943   54331227.00 5.61% 55982925.00 7.60% 1651698.00 0.71%
1944   32765285.00 2.57% 65815112.00 6.52% 33049827.00 12.46%

Average ratio 
from 1941 to 

1944 
6.71%   9.67% 5.17%

Source: The South Manchurian Railway Company, Explanatory notes for the Imperial Diet, 1926, 1828-9, 1930, 1932-6, 1938-43; Business Reports, 1924-45; Nagahiro, R., 1933: 
305; Liaoning Provincial Archives, Budget Statements of Operating Income and Expenses and the Schedules of the South Manchurian Railway Company for 1935 and 1941; 
Yasutomi, A., 1995: 225. 
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Table 8-1. Breakdown of the difference between budgeted and actual operating income of the Railway Business of the South Manchurian Railway Company 1934 and 1944 

Year 

Budgeted 
operating income 
from passenger 
transportation 

(yen) 

Budgeted 
number of 
passenger 

transportation 
(person) 

Budgeted income 
from passenger 

transportation per 
person (yen) 

Actual income 
from passenger 
transportation 

(yen) 

Actual number 
of passenger 

transportation 
(person) 

Actual income 
from passenger 

transportation per 
person (yen) 

Absolute value of 
the difference 

between budgeted 
and actual income 

(yen) and the ratio to 
the original 

budgeted amount 
(%) 

Absolute value of the 
difference originating 

in the difference in 
traffic volume (yen) 
and the ratio to the 
original budgeted 

amount (%) 

Absolute value of the 
difference originating 

in the difference in 
unit price (yen) and 

the ratio to the 
original budgeted 

amount (%) 

Absolute value of the 
difference originating 
in the difference in the 

compound of both 
factors (yen) and the 
ratio to the original 

budgeted amount (%) 

1934   18600315 11538657 1.612 20332876 13786403 1.475 1732561
9.31%

2247746
19.48%

0.137
8.51%

308278.4 
1.66% 

1935   20886318 13186968 1.584 22412222 15122922 1.482 1525904
7.31%

1935954
14.68%

0.102
6.43%

197190.6 
0.94% 

1936   22934133 14960295 1.533 22302299 15749786 1.416 631834
2.75%

789491
5.28%

0.117
7.63%

92340 
0.40% 

1937   23949911 16237228 1.475 24958000 17515000 1.425 1008089
4.21%

1277772
7.87%

0.050
3.39%

63952 
0.27% 

1938   24572690 16946683 1.450 33940297 21001612 1.616 9367606
38.12%

4054929
23.93%

0.166
11.45%

673445 
2.74% 

1939   33985901 22169538 1.533 50206761 30825386 1.629 16220860
47.73%

8655848
39.04%

0.096
6.25%

828773 
2.44% 

1940   150051000 78601886 1.909 194843000 97822000 1.992 44792000
29.85%

19220114
24.45%

0.083
4.34%

1591649.5 
1.06% 

1941   246790000 119679000 2.062 223381000 103683000 2.154 23409000
9.49％

15996000
13.37%

0.092
4.48%

1477418 
0.60% 

1942   247217606 117275904 2.108 291000000 132153000 2.202 43782394
17.71q%

14877096
12.69%

0.094
4.46%

1398345 
0.57% 

1943   344741113 155428816 2.218 436025000 163544000 2.666 91283887
26.48%

8115185
5.22%

0.448
20.20%

3636431 
1.05% 

1944   543947276 172000000 3.162 597825000 170050000 3.516 53877724
9.90%

1950000
1.13%

0.353
11.17%

688544 
0.13% 

Year 

Budgeted 
operating income 

from freight 
transportation 

(yen) 

Budgeted 
number of freight 

transportation 
(ton) 

Budgeted income 
from freight 

transportation per 
ton (yen) 

Actual income 
from freight 

transportation 
(yen) 

Actual number 
of freight 

transportation 
(ton) 

Actual income 
from freight 

transportation per 
ton (yen) 

Absolute value of 
the difference 

between budgeted 
and actual income 

(yen) and the ratio to 
the original 

budgeted amount 
(%) 

Absolute value of the 
difference originating 

in the difference in 
traffic volume (yen) 
and the ratio to the 
original budgeted 

amount (%) 

Absolute value of the 
difference originating 

in the difference in 
unit price (yen) and 

the ratio to the 
original budgeted 

amount (%) 

Absolute value of the 
difference originating 
in the difference in the 

compound of both 
factors (yen) and the 
ratio to the original 

budgeted amount (%) 

1934   95149398 19029880 5.000 101489276 21671342 4.683 6339878
6.66%

2641462
13.88%

0.317
6.34%

837053 
0.88% 

1935   101094079 19750771 5.118 103362261 20980701 4.927 2268182
2.24%

1229930
6.23%

0.192
3.75%

236082 
0.23% 

1936   105769245 21056987 5.023 103165249 21365653 4.829 2603996
2.46%

308666
1.47%

0.194
3.87%

60018 
0.06% 

1937   110786719 22490199 4.926 115558000 24331000 4.749 4771281
4.31%

1840801
8.18%

0.177
3.58%

325059 
0.29% 

1938   113773979 23516738 4.838 135088531 26994000 5.004 21314552
18.73%

3477262
14.79%

0.166
3.44%

578585 
0.51% 

1939   135270043 27488324 4.921 153151205 26228000 5.839 17881162
13.22%

1260324
4.58%

0.918
18.66%

1157262 
0.86% 

1940    412633000 84262406 4.897 318876000 64506000 4.943 93757000 19756406 0.046 915791
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22.72% 23.45% 0.95% 0.22% 

1941   372651000 76310000 4.883 391354000 74576000 5.248 18703000
5.02%

1734000
2.27%

0.364
7.46%

631760 
0.17% 

1942   433114719 85494417 5.066 418454000 84441000 4.956 32437719
7.49%

1053417
1.23%

0.321
6.43%

338091 
0.08% 

1943   468841460 93562455 5.011 419076000 84984000 4.931 49765460
10.61%

8578455
9.17%

0.080
1.59%

684268 
0.15% 

1944   522803162 88000000 5.941 458135000 78085000 5.867 64668162
12.37%

9915000
11.27%

0.074
1.24%

731856 
0.14% 

Source: The South Manchurian Railway Company, Explanatory notes for the Imperial Diet, 1926, 1828-9, 1930, 1932-6, 1938-43; Business Reports, 1924-45; Nagahiro, R., 1933: 
305; Liaoning Provincial Archives, Budget Statements of Operating Income and Expenses and the Schedules of the South Manchurian Railway Company for 1935 and 1941; 
Yasutomi, A., 1995: 225. 

Table 8-2. Total ratio of the absolute value of the difference between budgeted and actual operating income originating in the difference in traffic volume of the Railway Business of 
the South Manchurian Railway Company 1934 and 1944 

Year 
The ratio of the absolute value of the difference originating 

in the difference in traffic volume for passenger 
transportation to the original budgeted amount (%) 

The ratio of the absolute value of the difference originating 
in the difference in traffic volume for freight transportation 

to the original budgeted amount (%) 

Total ratio of the absolute value of the difference 
originating in the difference in traffic volume to 

the original budgeted amount (%) 

1934  19.48% 13.88% 33.36%
1935  14.68% 6.23% 20.91%
1936  5.28% 1.47% 6.74%
1937  7.87% 8.18% 16.05%
1938  23.93% 14.79% 38.71%
1939  39.04% 4.58% 43.63%
1940  24.45% 23.45% 47.90%
1941  13.37% 2.27% 15.64%
1942  12.69% 1.23% 13.92%
1943  5.22% 9.17% 14.39%
1944  1.13% 11.27% 12.40%
Source: The South Manchurian Railway Company, Explanatory notes for the Imperial Diet, 1926, 1828-9, 1930, 1932-6, 1938-43; Business Reports, 1924-45; Nagahiro, R., 1933: 
305; Liaoning Provincial Archives, Budget Statements of Operating Income and Expenses and the Schedules of the South Manchurian Railway Company for 1935 and 1941; 
Yasutomi, A., 1995: 225. 
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Table 9. Operating expenses per person for passenger transportation and per ton for freight transportation adjusted for the changing price levels: comparison between the pre-war 
period (1932-1937) and the wartime period (1938-1944) 

Year Total operating 
expenses (yen)

Operating expenses 
allocated to 
passenger 

transportation 
based on the ratio 

of the income 
among the total 

operating income 
(yen) 

Price level 
index 

(average 
level 

during in 
1933 

equals 
100) 

Real operating 
expenses 

allocated to 
passenger 

transportation 
(yen) 

Total number 
of passenger 

transportation 
(person) 

Real 
operating 
expense 

per person 
(yen) 

Operating expenses 
allocated to freight 

transportation 
based on the ratio 

of the income 
among the total 

operating income 
(yen) 

Price level 
index 

(average 
level 

during in 
1933 

equals 
100) 

Real operating 
expenses 

allocated to 
freight 

transportation 
(yen) 

Total number 
of freight 

transportation 
(ton) 

Real 
operating 
expense 
per ton 
(yen) 

1932        38795846.98 5533607.46 0.973 5687160.80 8610159 0.6605 31763346.13 0.973 32644754.50 16572815.7 1.9698
1933        95901852.23 10254326.15 1.000 10254326.15 12380765 0.8282 51531960.60 1.000 51531960.60 19370078.2 2.6604
1934        113333760.00 11372284.65 0.928 12254617.08 24212248 0.5061 56763486.37 0.928 61167549.97 34667031.2 1.7644
1935        145673107.10 13042633.12 1.034 12613765.11 30121049 0.4188 60150931.50 1.034 58173047.87 37411351 1.5550
1936        168173185.80 13847626.57 1.081 12810015.33 34678074 0.3694 64055901.72 1.081 59256153.30 42112693.9 1.4071
1937        195913955.10 15504102.16 1.251 12393367.04 38237000 0.3241 71785521.19 1.251 57382510.94 47813000 1.2001
1938        274157191.10 22361335.76 1.498 14927460.45 52955109 0.2819 89002168.62 1.498 59413997.74 57871625.3 1.0267
1939        386421222.90 35813951.65 1.813 19753972.23 80724645 0.2447 109247235.04 1.813 60257713.76 67235842 0.8962
1940        465034653.50 148543925.32 2.257 65814765.32 97822000 0.6728 243103897.66 2.257 107711075.61 64506000 1.6698
1941        572844051.30 176882168.31 2.486 71151314.69 103683000 0.6862 309890026.89 2.486 124654073.57 74576000 1.6715
1942        667659835.00 237791410.50 2.593 91705133.24 132153000 0.6939 323391866.81 2.593 124717264.48 84441000 1.4770
1943        792643067.00 338079928.34 3.108 108777325.72 163544000 0.6651 324938212.37 3.108 104548974.38 84984000 1.2302
1944        944306888.00 454334694.90 3.818 118998086.67 170050000 0.6998 348173170.15 3.818 91192553.73 78085000 1.1679

Notes: 
* The reason for using the value of 1933 is that it is generally recognised that the year of 1933 is the economically steadiest time in the pre-World War II period of the State 

of Manchuria because it fell between the Great Depression starting in 1929 and the outbreak of the Second Sino-Japanese War in 1937. 
1 Real operating expenses = operating expenses (including taxes) / price index. 
2 Real operating expenses per mile = operating expenses per mile / price index. 

Source: The South Manchurian Railway Company, Yearbook of Statistics, 1930: 230, 290-1, 295, 305; 1932: 230, 294-5, 299, 307; 1934: 220, 282-3, 284, 285, 293, 947-53; 1936: 
232, 278-9, 282, 283, 293, 983-4, 986-7, 990-3, 1020-3; 1939: 224, 257; The South Manchurian Railway, The Third 10 years of the South Manchurian Railway, 1938: 1156, 1207; 
Mantetsu-kai Foundation, 1986: 205, 211-2, 275, 278, 336; The South Manchurian Railway Company, Explanatory notes for the Imperial Diet, 1935: 161-3; The Central Bank of 
Manchuria, 1942: 2; The Commercial Affair section of the Economic Department, the State of Manchuria and the Administration Section of the Kwantung Bureau, 1944: 3. 

 


